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Abstract
As time progresses and globalisation takes hold, cultural heritage knowledge slowly fades away from
memory. The memory of where we came from, our stories, arts and crafts, religious beliefs, traditions,
and the way we built our architecture. Those elements of traditions that created our identity are slowly
fading. The deeper purpose for this research project is to reconnect us and future generations with our
culture on a metaphorical, physical and spiritual existence. For this research project, a museum as an architectural typology can be used as a platform to recreate that lost connection with our cultural heritage.
As a worldwide solution, a museum’s role is to collect and preserve culturally significant objects, ranging
from religious artefacts, historical artefacts and tools to clothes, and in particular antiquities. This project
seeks to go beyond the traditional role of a museum to be a place where visitors get to immerse themselves in Fiji’s living culture.
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Glossary
Bili ni Koro – Of the outskirt of the village

Lewena – The inner bark of the masi tree, which is used to create the

Cama – Outrigger Hull

cloth.

Domodomo – Mast

Loma ni Koro – Of the centre of the village

Draudrau – The motifs used to create the patterns on the Masi cloth

Loma ni Vale – Meeting / transitional space.

Drua – Double hulled canoe

Loqi – Private space

Dudua – The wooden log used to beat the masi cloth on.

Masi – A Fijian bark cloth made from the masi tree, also known as the

Ike – The wooden mallet tool which is used to beat the cloth. The Ike is

mulberry tree.

also a tool that is passed down generation to generation.

Masi Kesa – The printed form of the masi cloth.

Iseru – The wooden Fijian comb. The comb’s pattern can be seen on the

Ngatu – The Tongan form of the tapa cloth

masi cloth, which represents special occasions and is ready to welcome

Papasia – The traditional wooden bowl used to soak the wood pieces

guests into their home.

from the mangroves to create the dye.

iTaukei – Indigenous Fijians

Rara – Village green space.

Kata – Main hull

Siapo – The Samoan form of the tapa cloth.

Kesa – The juice that is drained out of the bark of the kesa tree. The

Soliqa – Public space

kesa juice creates the black dye.

Tapa – A decorative bark cloth found in other Polynesian cultures.
Umea – The red clay is used to make the brown and black stick to the
masi cloth.

INTRODUCTION
Background of the project

Project outline

Aims/objectives of the project

When travellers think about the Fiji Islands, they think about the beaches, the

The concept of a museum is a foreign one; the idea of the museum was never

This research project looks to explore traditional Fijian architectural prin-

sea, tropical landscape and fancy hotels and resorts. People visit Fiji for a

a traditional concept in Fijian culture. Collecting and storing items was

ciples and methodologies to design a museum that embodies indigenous

holiday, a trip to Paradise! Sadly, however, they do not learn to appreciate the

never practised in Fijian culture; objects were created for ceremonial

design principles while incorporating contemporary construction techniques.

rich cultural history that Fiji has to offer; this is mainly due to Fiji moving to-

occasions and passed on to others. Arts and crafts were intended to serve a

The concept for the museum is to make an immersive space so that visitors,

wards globalisation and a western civilisation environment. The architecture,

purpose, a function, they were never intended to be collected and stored in a

when entering the museum are taken on a journey back in time, to see and

transport systems, education and the lifestyle of young Fijians are evidence

building for visitors to view. This influences the purpose of a new museum for

experience a physical connection with space, touch the materials and feel the

of this change. This change can be interpreted as Fiji evolving with time.

Fiji. Do visitors come to view objects and artefacts, or can the museum be-

spiritual essence of the place, resulting in a living museum. The redesign of

However, despite young Fijians being educated about their cultural heritage,

come something more significant?

the current Fiji Museum will achieve a greater connection with the younger
Fijian generation and educate them about their cultural heritage.

there is an apparent disconnect between culture and people. This can be seen

Research question
How can indigenous design principles drive the design of a Fijian museum that
allows the younger generation to reconnect to their cultural heritage?

through an architectural lens; indigenous Fijian architectural elements are

To ensure the reconnection between young Fijians and their cultural

used to signal cultural identity. For instance, most hotels, resorts and govern-

heritage, the research project will be looking at how architectural

ment buildings duplicate the vernacular architecture of the bure. This use of-

intervention can be used as a medium. A museum is essentially a building that

Breaking down the research question into sub-categories:

ten lacks authentic cultural significance and provides a false sense of identity.

should represent, collect, preserve and educate visitors about that specific

-

Researching into Fijian material culture.

culture. This research project will be analysing indigenous Fijian design

-

An exploration of Fijian design principles, architecture and Fijian built

Another kind of disconnection occurs in the Fiji Museum where façade, ma-

principles and methodologies, and using those elements to redesign the

environments.

teriality and spatial elements do not respond to Fijian culture. This Europe-

current Fiji Museum, located in Suva, Fiji. The redesigned museum will

-

an-style building does not have a relationship with the artefacts inside. In a

celebrate Fijian history, culture and vernacular architecture, and create a new

sense, the feeling that can be developed from this disconnection is that the

contemporary museum experience for the people of Fiji.

Practical design application.

objects do not belong to the Fijians but to European colonialists. From a metaphorical and spiritual viewpoint, the glass display can be seen as a barrier or
wall separating the connection between the people and their cultural ancestry. This project aims to design a museum that removes this barrier, and which
will connect to the Fijian community and visitors.
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Scope and limitations

Methodology

The scope and limitations of this research project have drastically changed

To ensure that the research project successfully answers the research ques-

Initially, plans were made for me to travel to Fiji to visit the current museum

due to the coronavirus pandemic that the world is currently facing.

tion, the research project will look at a great foundation of research material

and do a more coherent analysis of the site, but COVID-19 has resulted in the

My research trip to Fiji was cancelled. My travel to Fiji was an essential part

that will influence the design stages of the project. Understanding Fiji’s histo-

majority of site research being achieved through online resources.

of my research to investigate elements of cultural significance and aspects

ry creates the first layer in understanding the context of Fiji.
Research on the context of the site is essential, and creating a cultural land-

of Fijian culture. This research project is about redesigning the current Fiji
Museum through the use of indigenous Fijian design principles and methodol-

Reading different perspectives from different authors on vernacular archi-

scape map will show sites of significance in Fiji and how they influence spatial

ogies. The redesign of the museum will impact on the curation and exhibition

tecture and contemporary architecture will be interesting to understand the

arrangements and locations of the galleries on the site.

of the museum artefacts. Each gallery space will have its unique spatial ar-

significance of those two architectural-influences. How do those different

rangement, and each gallery will differ from the others. The research project

perspectives influence the thought process transitioning over to design?

The design process will look at deconstructing indigenous architectural
methodologies, design principles and construction techniques.

and design of the museum will not be looking into methods of preserving and
collecting artefacts, focusing on how museum workers conduct their day-to-

Precedent studies will look at projects that focus on the preservation of

The different iterations of design will be mainly conducted through Revit

day activities,or on how the museum’s programmes are scheduled

artefacts, educate visitors about historical events and celebrate culture. The

modelling, as COVID-19 has forced people to be isolated in quarantine, and

three precedent studies are the Tjibaou Cultural Center, the Jewish Museum

the New Zealand Government requested people to go into a mandatory

in Berlin and the Polynesian Cultural Center. The analysis will deconstruct the

lockdown. Designing through Revit modelling became more practical than

precedents into categories that look at the positives and negatives of each

modelmaking due to lack of sourcing material and equipment.

State of knowledge in the field
The research will look at literature that has different perspectives on vernac-

precedent.

ular architecture and contemporary architecture. The different perspectives
will establish a direction for the project and influence the design process. The

Fijian material culture will be a significant design driver for gallery spaces

architectural precedents will focus on projects that preserve artefacts and

that focus on the making process of artefacts. An example is the Fijian masi;

historical events and educate people about culture. Lastly, the research will

the existing museum has a gallery space dedicated towards the masi; it would

focus on the material culture of Fiji, which is vast, so it is essential to select

be interesting to have a gallery that educated visitors on the process of mak-

aspects that influence the museum’s design and functionality.

ing it. This would lead to creating an almost living museum.
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Figure 1: Historical Timeline of Fiji
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Origin of Fiji
According to Fijian mythology, one of the famous stories of creation is about

Degei placed them on the Vesi Tree (one of the most valued trees in the Pacific

the Serpent deity who is not only an important God, but according to stories,

Islands), and built a shelter, fed them and taught them the secrets of nature.

the deity is first and ever-living God that created the first humans.1

However, Degei kept his children separate until he felt it was time for them to

The name of the God is The Great Serpent Degei, the supreme God in Fijian

meet each other. He planted trees around them so they could start foraging

religion. In those mythologies, Degei is believed to be the creator of the Fiji is-

for food for themselves - trees like banana trees, dalo (similar to taro) and

lands and all humans. Degei is the one that judges the souls of man when they

yams. Dalo and yams were considered the food of the gods. The children

die and decide where their souls would go in the afterlife.2 In the beginning,

could not eat some of the food because they did not have the art of fire and

there was only water and twilight everywhere. Only one island existed in that

could not eat the food raw.5

vast plane of water, the island of the gods floated at the edge of the world and
was able to be only seen at sunrise.3

When the children were old enough, they were finally allowed to meet each
other, and requested Degei show them how to harness the power of fire and

Degei was alone on the island, and the only other living creature was a

teach them how to cook and eat the food of the gods, and so Degei taught

female hawk named Turukawa. Turukawa could not speak; she flew around

them. After many years the two humans had their children, and Degei trav-

the world gathering leaves and grass, creating a nest, and she laid two eggs.

elled with them through the oceans and landed in Lautoka where he estab-

One day, Turukawa disappeared, and Degei, concerned about his friend went

lished the village of Viseisei, which many people believe to be the first Fijian

out in search of her. Degei came across Turukawa’s nest, where he found

settlement.6 According to other legends, Degei created Viti Levu and the

abandoned eggs, which he took back to his home to nurture.4 After weeks of

smaller surrounding islands of Fiji. It was later that the first humans and their

nurturing, the two eggs finally hatched, and two tiny humans were born. They

descendants left Degei and began their journey. Degei was not upset that his

become the children of Degei.

children left him since he knew that they would worship him through stories
and songs.7

Figure 2: Origin of Fiji ( Photo by Author)
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1
Dr John Syrigo, “The Creation Myth of Fiji and the Serpent God,” Ancient Origins, updated October
26, 2013, https://www.ancient-origins.net/human-origins-folklore/creation-myth-fiji-and-serpentgod-00966
2
Dr John Syrigo, “The Creation Myth of Fiji and the Serpent God,”.
3
“Fiji Myths and Legends,” Go Fiji.com, Fiji Travel Guide, accessed August 25, 2020, https://www.
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Fiji Travel Guide, “Fiji Myths and Legends.”.
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Dr John Syrigo, “The Creation Myth of Fiji and the Serpent God,”.
Fiji Travel Guide, “Fiji Myths and Legends.”.
Fiji Travel Guide, “Fiji Myths and Legends.”.
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Figure 3: Pacific Context ( Photo by Author)
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Pre-colonial period
There many stories and accounts of what life was like before early missionar-

The purpose of this voyage was to find a mythological island somewhere

ies first visited the islands of Fiji. About 3,500 years ago, researchers believe

south-east with beautiful seas and fertile land that was created by the gods.

the first settlers in Fiji arrived from Melanesia. On their voyage, they brought

This island would be where the chief and his people would rest after years of

a wide range of food plants, livestock, skills and craftsmanship. Lapita ware

voyaging across the seas. There were two convoys in the armada; one group

was the pottery style associated with the Lapita people. Researchers gen-

lost its way in the Indian Ocean, and the other continued sailing south-east,

erally have associated pottery-making with people who had developed skills

sailing past Indonesia and, Papua New Guinea into the Marquesas, north of

of navigation, building and were horticulturists. From Fiji, the Lapita culture

Tahiti, then voyaging back south-west to the Fiji Islands.11 Though the story

moved to other islands such as Tonga and Samoa, and this is when it is be-

had not been substantiated, the Fiji government officially promotes it, along

lieved the Polynesian cultural evolution first began. Researchers suggest that

with many other Fijians who claim this story to be true.

8

the Lapita people were the first voyagers to visit Fiji, and Melanesians followed them 1000 years later.9

After arriving in Fiji, the settlers continued their journey in the Fiji Islands,
discovering new lands, flora and fauna, and creating various tribes in different

Mythology tells the story of settlers arriving in Fiji and, according to folklore,

regions of Fiji, terraforming the land to their needs. There were wars between

many iTaukei (indigenous Fijians) today believe that they are the descendants

tribes, and travels to other islands in the pacific for trade and knowledge,

of Chief Lutunasobasoba – who, with his fellow travellers first landed in Fiji,

which sometimes led to war with other Pacific islands such as Tonga. Fiji was

at Vuda Point on their great drua called Kaunitoni. The folklore begins about

wondrous and self-sustaining; this lasted for hundreds of years until the ar-

1500 BC with the voyage of giant war druas (canoe or waka) . Leading the ar-

rival of the first Europeans in 1643.

mada on the giant double hull drua Kaunitoni was the gifted seafarer warrior
Chief Luntasobasoba.10

Figure 4: Pre- colonial illustration ( Photo by Author)
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8
“Fiji Republic, Pacific Ocean,” Place, Britannica, accessed August 25, 2020, https://www.britannica.com/place/Fiji-republic-Pacific-Ocean/History.
9
Britannica, “Fiji Republic, Pacific Ocean.”.
10
“Fiji in Detail: History,” Fiji, Lonely Planet, accessed August 26, 2020, https://www.lonelyplanet.
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“Legend of the Magic Box,” Likuliku Lagoon, Our History & Culture, accessed August 26, 2020,
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European missionaries period
First European contact

European traders

In 1643, Dutch explorer Abel Tasman was the first known European visitor

Around the early years of the 19th century, European whalers and traders

to the Fiji Islands, His first sight of Fiji was the northern island of Vanua Levu

started to visit the islands of Fiji. The rising number of voyages of Europeans

and the North Taveuni archipelago. Tasman named those groups of islands -

were due to maps of the region being developed in better detail, so navigation

Prince William’s Islands and Heemskerck Shoals today are known as the

around the reefs was easier for them. There was commercial interest in the

islands of Lau. Many suggest that Tasman discovered the Fiji Islands by

Fiji Islands, as fragrant sandalwood was highly valued in parts of Europe and

accident while looking for the Great Southern Continent of Australia.12

south-east Asia.14 In 1805 Europeans officially began to trade with the iTaukei

Tasman described the island reefs as treacherous for sailors to navigate

people, trading various items such as metal tools, tobacco, cloth material,

through, so other Europeans voyagers kept away from the Fiji Islands for the

weapons and gunpowder.15 In 1813, the trade of sandalwood was exhausted,

next 130 years.

but due to the trade of weapons with the iTaukei people, wars between tribes
became more violent.16

Visit of James Cook
In 1774, the English navigator Captain James Cook sailed along Vatoa Island
of the southern Lau group of islands. Cook and his fellow countryman,
Captain Bligh, sailed through the sea pass between Vanua Levu and Viti Levu.
That sea channel was named Bligh Water in memory of Captain Bligh.13

Figure 5: European Missionaries illustration ( Photo by Author)
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“History of Fiji.” En, Wikiwand, accessed August 27, 2020, https://www.wikiwand.com/en/History_of_Fiji
13
Lonely Planet, “Fiji in Detail.”.

14
Lonely Planet, “Fiji in Detail.”.
15
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Missionaries.

Slavery in Fiji - blackbirding.

In the 1830s, London Missionary Society (LMS) pastors and Wesleyan Meth-

The American Civil War resulted in global cotton storage, and this resulted

odist missionaries arrived in the Southern Lau Islands to convert and preach

in more European settlers creating cotton plantations to capitalise on the

against cannibalism and an uncivilised lifestyle. The missionaries were

increasing price of cotton and resulting in the indirect rise of blackbirding,

assisted by Tongans who had converted to the new religion. To ensure iTaukei

trade-in labourers and slaves. European traders brought labourers from var-

people converted to Christianity, the missionaries looked to convert the chiefs

ious Pacific islands in the Melanesian region, particularly from the Soloman

of Fiji, which became one of the more successful techniques of conversion.

Islands and Vanuatu, to work on the Fijian cotton plantations. The labourers

Ratu Seru Epenisa Cakobau who later became King of Fiji, adopted the

were on occasions deceived and bribed into working contracts, where they

Christian faith in 1854 due to the influence of the Tongan King.17 The conver-

received minimal rewards. Chiefs were often bribed to trade weapons and

sion was easily accepted as there were similarities between iTaukei customs

ammunitions for men and women.19

and Christianity – such as beliefs in tabu (sacred prohibitions) and mana
(spiritual power). Early adoption of the new faith was shared with the old,

Around the 1860s and 70s, the labouring trade had developed slowly into a

interweaving traditional religious customs with Christian ways of worship.

system of kidnapping and slavery. The brutality inflicted towards the labour-

The iTaukei people attended church services and also practised traditional

ers by the recruiters created problems that impacted British statutes and

ceremonies such as the Kava ceremony.18

compelled them to end the trade. By early 1870s, the Imperial Kidnapping Act
had been passed and, with the help of the British Royal Navy, brought an end

Settlement in Levuka.

to blackbirding.20

European whalers and traders established the first European-style township
at Levuka on the island of Ovalau in 1830. The township was a central trading
post in the South Pacific and an outpost for European naval ships. That township later became the first capital of Fiji. By the 1840s, it had grown larger
with whalers and traders establishing residence on the island.

17
18

Lonely Planet, “Fiji in Detail.”.
Lonely Planet, “Fiji in Detail.”.
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Colonial Period

Indian indenture in Fiji.

Before Fiji became a British colony, the Pacific nation was a unified kingdom

In 1878, negotiations took place with the Indian colonial government for

that lasted between 1871- 1874. Ratu Epenesa Cakobau was the first king of

importation of indentured labourers to the Fiji Islands on five-year working

Fiji. In by the end, the Kingdom of Fiji Cakobau and 12 chiefs formally ceded

contracts. The working contracts were organised in a way that after working

Fiji over to British rule. The signing of the deed of cession took place at Levu-

for five years, the indentured labourers (known as Girmitiyas) could return

ka on October 10th, 1874. Cakobau retained his position as Fiji’s second most

to India at their own expense. However, if they chose to renew their five-year

senior chief, the rank and title of Vunivalu of Bau. Cakobau formally ceded the

contract, the government would cover the cost of returning to India.23

highest and most prestigious title of Tui Viti or Paramount Chief of Fiji to Her
Majesty Queen Victoria.21 Thus the colonisation of Fiji was founded, and the

To ensure a good relationship between the British and the iTaukei, the colo-

British ruled Fiji for 96 years.

nial government contested the mistreatment of iTaukei people by prohibiting
their employment as plantation workers. As the problem of exploitation was

IIn 1875-76 a measles epidemic resulted in the deaths of 40,000 Fijians, about

solved, another problem arose of insufficient workers to work the plantation

one-third of the Fijian population. This was due to officials failing to

fields. Plantation crops included cotton, copra (dried coconut kernels, from

quarantine a ship carrying Cakobau and his sons who were returning from

which oil is sourced) and sugar cane. Even though these plantation crops

celebrations in Sydney, Australia. Cakobau and his sons caught the disease,

were highly profitable, they required large numbers of cheap labourers. If the

which resulted in its spread through the country.22

colonial government were to avoid the resurgence of blackbirding, they had to
look elsewhere. Indian indentured labourers soon started arriving in Fiji. On
May 14th 1879, 463 Indians arrived – these were the first of 60,000 labourers
who would follow.24

Figure 6: Colonial Period illustration ( Photo by Author)
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Colonial architecture in Fiji.
The Girmitiyas were a diverse group from different regions of India, with 80

In 1877, it was decided to move the capital of Fiji from Levuka to Suva; the

percent being Hindus, 14 percent Muslim, and the other 6 percent Sikhs and

plan proposed to create a township, as Levuka had no room for expansion due

Christians. Overcrowded accommodation gave little privacy for the Girmitiyas

to the rugged terrain on the island. The government officially moved to Suva

as different castes, and religious groups were forced to mix, resulting in con-

in 1882. In the 1880s, Suva became a township of about a dozen buildings, and

flicts. Despite the hardship that the Girmitiyas faced, many decided to settle in

by the 1920s had evolved into a flourishing colonial centre.26 During the

Fiji once they finished their working contracts. By the early 1900s, India’s co-

Colonial Government era from 1870 – 1970, colonial settlers who arrived

lonial government was being pressured by antislavery committees in Britain

in Fiji via Australia had a significant influence on the architectural style of

to abolish the indenture system. In January, 1919, recruitment of Girmitiyas

the buildings being constructed in Suva. Victorian colonial architecture with

and indenture officially ended, by then there were 60,533 indentured labour-

wrap-around verandas became the dominant architectural typology; the

ers in Fiji.25

design of the Presidential / Government House, Grand Pacific Hotel, Colonial
War Memorial Hospital, Borron House and along Renwick Road where many
government and public buildings heavily influenced by colonial architecture
are still present today.27

25

Lonely Planet, “Fiji in Detail.”.
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“Suva History,” Fiji, Lonely Planet, accessed August 31, 2020, https://www.lonelyplanet.com/fiji/
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27
“Architecture,” The University of the South Pacific, Fijian History, accessed August 31, 2020,
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Post-Colonial period
Independent Fiji
On October 10, 1970, Fiji gained its independence after 96 years of being
ruled by the British government and became an independent sovereign state.
The location for the ceremony was Albert Park in Suva. Ratu Kamisese Mara
became the first Prime Minister of Fiji, and Prince Charles was present at the
ceremony to gift Fiji back to its people. After gaining independence, Fiji went
through various Coups and power struggles to ensure the direction of the
country and the future of its people. Tourism has now become Fiji’s number
one source of income with overseas investors creating hotels and resorts.

Figure 7: Post- colonial period ( Photo by Author)
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Literature review

Sense of direction
This research project looks at indigenous design principles and methodologies and how they can be applied into a contemporary museum design. It
is essential to understand the importance of looking back at the indigenous
vernacular architecture of Fiji, as the negative impact of colonial architecture and globalisation in Fiji haves caused those traditional methodologies
to slowly fade away from practice. In Fiji, fewer villages and dwellings still
use indigenous methodologies. Navala and Tubou villages are two traditional
village spatial arrangements that still exist. In Navala village, traditional bures
still exist, and new ones are being constructed using indigenous techniques.
Preserving those indigenous principles and methodologies is crucial, and
using a museum typology will be an excellent platform to combine indigenous
methodologies and modern construction to create a contemporary museum.
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Traditional / vernacular architecture vs critical regionalism:
In ‘The Handbook of Contemporary Indigenous Architecture’, Timothy O’
Rourke looks at the significance of traditional architecture through the western methodologies; he suggests that in contemporary practices there is a
growing interest in the history of indigenous architecture. Illustrations and
physical representations of traditional architectural techniques are materialised through the mixture of western architecture techniques and indigenous
architectural methodologies. The importance of representation of indigenous
architecture in modern times is vital as methods of restoring and reintroducing indigenous architectural elements may be offensive towards a particular
culture.28 An example of this can be using the form of the Fijian bure without
understanding that using the cultural methodologies and symbols of spiritual significance can be offensive towards the iTaukei people. The indigenous
architecture was forgotten, but those indigenous methodologies still have a
significant presence within the indigenous culture. That is why it is crucial for
designers when using indigenous elements to respect, understand and gain
acceptance from the indigenous culture before beginning the design.

The idea of the restoration of indigenous architectural methodologies and
techniques may be controversial. Gudju Fourmile and Shaneen Fatin in ‘The
Handbook of Contemporary Indigenous Architecture’, state that in the early

‘HABITAT: Vernacular Architecture for a Changing Planet’ looks at the signif-

“It is imperative for the needs of any society, not merely as a matter of eco-

1990s indigenous architecture and methodologies were not acknowledged in

icant issue that our planet is currently facing climate change. Through this

nomic necessity, that structures reflecting social, spatial and aesthetic values

Australia as during that time, the idea of ‘Indigenous Architecture’ was viewed

book, the same idea is emphasised, that people in different climate zones are

should be investigated and understood, which in turn makes vernacular ar-

by non-indigenous people as a rebellious act against western ideologies. The

facing the same issue of climate change and are looking back towards indige-

chitecture especially important.”32 Singer suggests that if indigenous design

Australian government considered saw that indigenous architecture was a

nous methods of construction and use of materiality in their environment. The

and construction methodologies are lost, the other aspects of the culture will

way of claiming ownership of the land. “Indigenous architecture in Australia

authors view vernacular architecture as an appropriate architectural response

be lost as well. So, understanding the importance of cultural links between

is one of these new-ish, fluid terms… People are still trying to find out what it

to climate change. Preserving those traditional craftsmanship and local

customs and architecture is emphasised.

means”.29 Fourmile suggests a change is coming, and maybe the change is at

knowledge is vital to many indigenous people living in isolation within differ-

the point of flourishing.

ent climatic zones, as those methods are how they survived and lived through

“We live in an era when planners, governments and United Nations organ-

generations. Many researchers believe that adapting indigenous techniques

isations are re-evaluating the importance of not just vernacular design and

and methodologies creates a better chance for a sustainable future.

architecture but also the use of traditional and indigenous materials in con-

Fatin presents the idea of importance of the practice of the indigenous architecture within urban, rural and isolated design projects. Fatin claims that
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temporary structures…”33

indigenous architecture and methodologies are essential and understands

André Singer of the Royal Anthropological Institute shines a light on the rapid

that more non-indigenous architects are beginning to embrace indigenous

development of technology in architecture and construction, and how some

knowledge, methodologies, and importantly, the culture. “I suppose it is

vernacular architectural design is seen as a ‘romantic’ way of preservation of

good nowadays people are looking and having conversations about that.”

indigenous elements, often resulting in being impractical.31 In a sense, it is

Fatins proposes the idea that restoring indigenous architecture, techniques

designing a building just for aesthetic’s sake. Singer acknowledges the ideas

and methodologies should not be offensive, but essential for architects and

of re-introducing indigenous methodologies and understanding the impor-

designers to learn, understand and appreciate indigenous cultures.

tance of them.

29
30

31
Sandra Piesik, Habitat: Vernacular architecture for a changing planet (London: Thames & Hudson
Ltd, 2017), 43.
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Elizabeth Grant, Kelly Greenop, Albert L. Refiti and Daniel J. Glenn eds., The Handbook of Contemporary Indigenous Architecture (Singapore: Springer Nature Singapore, 2018), 413-432.
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Perspective from critical regionalism:
In the book ‘HABITAT’, Jim Coleman and Henry Fletcher discuss the value of

In ‘Architecture in the South Pacific: The oceans of islands’ Jennifer Taylor and

In ‘The Anti-Aesthetic: Essays on Postmodern Culture’, ‘Towards a Critical

“...Critical Regionalism depends upon maintaining a high level of critical

vernacular - they look at the economic justification for the preservation and

James Conor illustrate the importance of preserving vernacular architec-

Regionalism: Six Points for an Architecture of Resistance’, Kenneth Frampton

self-consciousness. It may find its governing inspiration in such things as the

restoration of vernacular architecture. From a global perspective, reintroduc-

tural methodologies in our modern setting. As we rely on modern building

discusses his idea of architectural resistance in six points-

range and quality of the local light, or in a tectonic derived from a peculiar

ing or preserving vernacular architecture and construction techniques can

techniques and technologies, the traditional techniques and methodologies

impact climate change by having structures that have a low carbon footprint.

are being lost. “As modern materials and technology are overlaid, traditional

1.

Culture and Civilization

From local community perspectives, they can be sensitive to the idea of resto-

building skills are being lost.”

2.

The Rise and Fall of the Avant-Garde

ration and reintroducing those elements of vernacular architecture as they are

and architects now have an increasing appreciation of, and design influence

3.

Critical Regionalism and World Culture

a representation of their culture and identity. “Understanding the context for

from indigenous Pacific architecture. Using or restoring elements from a par-

4.

The Resistance of the Place-Form

change is the starting point for any effort to introduce, reintroduce or reinter-

ticular culture may be offensive to that culture, so it is important to learn and

5.

Culture Versus Nature: Topography, Context, Climate, Light and

pret vernacular architecture.”34 Coleman and Fletcher suggest that looking

gain acceptance from the local people before using such elements.

Tectonic Form

36

Taylor and Conor later state that designers

at the aesthetics of vernacular architecture is a good start for the growing

structural mode, or in the topography of a given site.”40

6.

The Visual Versus the Tactile38

appreciation of indigenous methodologies and techniques. Reintroducing and

“Although most investors and architects remain of expatriate origin, recent

preserving those methodologies must be done in a practical way and context

decades have seen an increasing appreciation of the applicability of certain

Within these six points, Frampton emphasises the idea of critical regionalism

that will be beneficial if the incorporation of those methodologies is success-

qualities of the buildings and arts of the indigenous people of Oceania, and

being a more applicable architectural concept than vernacular architecture.

ful and sustainable.

sensitivity is emerging that blends the universal and the local.”37

Framptons perspective on critical regionalism incorporates both modern
and indigenous methodologies into the design. As the world has transitioned

“These benefits must be framed in the contemporary context, a process that

to the use of modern technologies and construction techniques, Frampton

will likely feature some difficult truths – but these must be acknowledged,

suggests that critical regionalism can be seen and used as “cultural strate-

scrutinized and absorbed into any new proposition.”35

gy”39 that carries cultural aspects in a sober influenced modern environment,

Frampton goes on to suggest that designers or architects should have neutral
perspectives on world culture, as it is common for them to design for nostalgic purposes. “To deconstruct world culture is to remove oneself from that
eclecticism of the fin de siècle which appropriated alien, exotic forms in order
to revitalize the expressivity of an enervated society.”41 Frampton also suggests the same mediation strategy on universal civilization, suggesting having
limitations on the influence of modern technology and techniques, encouraging indigenous cultural methodologies, techniques and surrounding context
as a primary design tool, using modern technology as a secondary design tool
to combine the old with the new. Frampton suggests that contemporary architecture is a more vital architectural idea, as it uses vernacular architecture as
a primary design driver and modern methodologies as a secondary driver.

and can also be used practically as a “double meditation” Within this double
meditation, Frampton suggests deconstructing the spectrum of world culture,
and secondly, it has to critique the universal civilization.

34
35

Piesik, Habitat, 49.
Piesik, Habitat, 50.
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In the book Tropical Architecture: Critical Regionalism in the Age of Globaliza-

In her book, ‘Minnette da Silva: The Life and Work of an Asian Woman Ar-

“As an architect I believe in and so cannot subscribe to copying the architec-

tion in ‘Chapter 1- Tropical Critical Regionalism: Introductory Comments’ by

chitect.’ Da Silva suggests that if architects are designing in a cultural envi-

ture of an era that is long past. As an architect I believe in building to suit our

Liane Lefaivre and Alexander Tzonis, they discuss different aspects and per-

ronment, they need to understand both modern techniques and indigenous

living needs in a living way, utilizing the most suitable modern and progres-

spectives of critical regionalism. Lefaivre and Tzonis discuss the perspective

methodologies.

sive means at our disposal, and on adopting these sound and fundamental

of Lewis Mumford and his opinion in critical regionalism. Mumford believes

principles of building of the past, which are as authentic today as before. It is

that a community and region should be independent. Mumford suggests re-

“…It is essential for us to absorb what we absolutely need from the modern

moving or reinterpreting ‘regionalism’. He suggests regionalism should move

West, and to learn to keep the best of our own traditional forms. We have to

away from its national identity and should be adapted to the rapidly evolving

think understandably in order to develop an indigenous contemporary archi-

Lefaivre and Tzonis illustrate that quote from da Silva’s book to show the

world.42 Mumford proposes from an architectural design perspective that we

tecture, and not to lose the best of the old that has meaning and value.”46

importance of understanding both aspects of modern and traditional and how

should create or design from defamiliarisation. Defamiliarisation in design is

from this that a beautiful and satisfying modern architecture can result.”47

they can be interwoven with one another as da Silva does not entirely reject

what makes critical regionalism unique from other forms of regionalism,

Da Silva has a similar perspective toMumford, as they denounce the idea of

traditional materials and construction but suggests interweaving those meth-

“…its capability to create a renewed, versus an atavistic, sense of place in

using indigenous methodologies, materiality and ornamentation for continu-

odologies with the modern.48

our time.”43 From a critical design approach, contemporary regionalist archi-

ity, which leads to disfunction. This idea is seen in architecture of buildings

tecture with the application of defamiliarisation exposes the rapid growth of

in Fiji, an example being the Great Council of Chiefs’ building in Suva. The

‘regionalist counterfeit settings’.44

architecture is based on the traditional form of the bure and constructed using
a modern material palette and construction methods. Government officials

In chapter 2, ‘The Suppression and Rethinking of Regionalism and Tropical-

only access the building, so the function of the building is limited to one de-

ism after 1945.’ Lefaivre and Tzonis discuss tropical architecture and how

mographic group. In doing so, when officials do not occupy the building, it is

it adapts to the climate.45 They illustrate the perspective from Sri Lankan

lifeless. The building was built for form’s sake, which Mumford and da Silva

architect Minnette da Silva and her opinion on the reformulation of tropical

reject as an approach.

architecture. Da Silva’s perspective and approach to tropical architecture are
that it needs to look further then climatic control designs, da Silva wanted to
question regionalism and cultural identity within Sri Lanka.

42
Alexander Tzonis, Liane Lefaivre and Bruno Stagino eds., Tropical Architecture: Critical Regionalism in the Age of Globalization. (Great Britain: Wiley-Academy, 2001), 6. .
43
Tzonis, Lefaivre and Stagin, Tropical Architecture, 8.
44
Tzonis, Lefaivre and Stagin, Tropical Architecture, 8.
45
Tzonis, Lefaivre and Stagin, Tropical Architecture, 16.
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The direction:
Completing the literature review helps to guide the next stage of the research
and influences the design stage of the project. My initial feeling is that the
museum will need a more contemporary design approach. Analysis of indigenous Fijian architectural materials, construction, methodologies and
spatial arrangements will be the driver on deconstructing these ideas and
interweaving them with modern construction methodologies and materiality
palettes.

Precedent Study
The selected precedents serve as an inspiration for this research project, even
though the programmes for these precedents differ from one another, either
being museum or cultural centre. They share a similar purpose of preserving
and educating people about history and culture. For example museums are
capital buildings for at culture and country so they should represent and preserve that particular culture’s identity, architecture, treasures and elements
of cultural significance.

The next process is to look at architectural precedents that have been influenced by indigenous culture, look at other museums and understand their
architectural elements within their environments and settings, and to get an
understanding of different programming and the relationship between architecture, artefacts and people.

42 Fiji Vale Ni Yaya Maroroi
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Tjibaou Cultural Center in Noumea, New Caledonia.
Renzo Piano, 1998.

A brief history of the building The Tjibaou Cultural Center, designed by Italian architect Renzo Piano, was

“In a certain sense the centre was meant to serve as a bridge between tradi-

named after Jean- Marie Tjibaou who had a vision of establishing a cultural

tion and modernity, between the past and future of the Kanak people.”50

architecture that embodied a mixture of the linguistic and cultural heritage of
the Kanak people. The cultural centre celebrates the vernacular Kanak culture
and the indigenous methodologies of New Caledonia.49
The cultural centre was a gift to the Kanak people of New Caledonia from the
French government. The centre was seen as giving the Kanak culture dignity
and claim to the surrounding land.
The cultural centre is located along the shoreline of Noumea, Baie de Magenta. Renzo Piano’s design for the centre was inspired by Kanak building methodologies, giving this centre a chance to celebrate Kanak culture. From spatial
relationships to traditional architectural elements of structure, materiality
and how the building relates to the surrounding context, Piano has created

Figure 9: Interior gallery space of Tjibaou Cultural Center.

a link to how the Kanak people traditionally built their structures within the
site. Piano approached this project as a novice with a clear mindset to learn
all about the Kanak culture. Piano looked at the culture as a whole for design
inspiration, rather than focusing on architecture.

Figure 8: Tjibaou Cultural Center ( Photo by Author)
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Design analysis:
Purpose of the building:

-Form / materiality

“The Tjibaou Cultural Centre is a model for a new museology rooted in and

The traditional form of Kanak huts can be visualised in the forms and ar-

representative of local concerns. In addition to promoting and conserving

rangement of the culture centre. The arrangement of the centre consists of 10

Kanak culture, it has forged interregional partnerships, outreach programs

hut-like forms. The huts are different sizes and have different functions; the

with rural Kanak communities, and “Travelling Educational Kits” including

consistent structural forms of the hut resemble the traditional huts of Kanak

folding suitcase- style models of the cultural centre easily transported to

villages. The curved structure, made from laminated wood, wooden joists

schools for educational programs.”51

and ribs, creates shell forms that harmonise with trees around the site. Piano

Figure 11: Tjibaou Cultural Center structural diagram

uses a natural and modern materials palette to achieve a successful contemPiano’s purpose for the cultural centre was not for economic gain or interest;

porary design. Natural wood, concrete, coral reef rock, cast aluminium and

it was meant to be a symbol and cultural centre for the Kanak civilization.52

glass panes, tree barks and stainless steel create contrast and allow complex
detailing in the design.54

“…a place that would represent the people to the outside world and hand
down their memory for generations to come.”53
Figure 10: Exterior view of a traditional Kanak hut

Figure 12: Exterior view of Kanak hut being built
51
Anoma Pieris, “Jean-Marie Tjibaou Cultural Centre, Noumea, New Caledonia,” in Indigenous
cultural centers and museums: An illustrated international survey (Lanham, Maryland: Rowman & Littlefield,
2016), 92.
52
Piano, The Complete Logbook, 142.
53
Piano, The Complete Logbook, 142.
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-Function / programme:

-Access / relationship to the context:

-Environmental design:

The design of the cultural centre is organised into ‘three villages’ with each

A footpath accesses the entrance to the cultural centre which winds along

The design for the culture centre allows for a passive environmental design.

village having a function and characteristics. The first village is curated to

the coast and creates a connection with man and nature. The footpath ac-

The shell forms are aesthetically pleasing but also functional as they act as

preserving Kanak identity and exhibits collections of Kanak artefacts and

cess begins at the car park; visitors walk through dense vegetation along the

a double-skin façade. This allows good air circulation between the façades.

artworks of South Pacific cultures. There is also a temporary exhibition, with

coast and climb stairs that open up to a courtyard space where the entrance is

The inner façade has adjustable louvres for ventilation control.

an auditorium with the capacity to hold 400 people. Located at the front of the

located.

auditorium is an amphitheatre for open-air performances.55
The second village has research offices for historians, researchers, exhibitions and administrative staff. A multimedia library and a space for contemporary art are located here as well.56
The third village houses a hall devoted to the life of Jean-Marie Tijbaou, conference and meeting rooms. There are also studios for dancers, artists and
musicians. Lastly, there is a school where children are taught about forms and
languages of Pacific arts.57

55
56
57

Piano, The Complete Logbook, 146.
Piano, The Complete Logbook, 146.
Piano, The Complete Logbook, 146
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Figure 14: Exterior structure of Tjibaou Cultural Center

Figure 13: Site plan drawing of Tjibaou Cultural Center showing
circlulation (Photo by Author)
Figure 15: Cross section of Tjibaou Cultural Center showing
environmental analysis (Photo by Author)
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Jewish Museum Berlin in Germany

A brief history of the building

Design driver

Karl Schwartz (First Jewish Museum – 1933)
Daniel Libeskind (New Jewish Museum – 2001

The Jewish Museum in Berlin was opened in 2001 and was the largest muse-

Libeskind saw the design for the Jewish museum as more than a ‘design com-

um in Europe. The museum consists of two main buildings - the old building

petition’ - he saw it as an opportunity to create a museum based on the iden-

opened in 1933 but was forced to close due to Nazi rule in 1938. The museum

tity of Berlin which was affected by the world war. Expressions of absence,

remained closed and vacant till 1975 when a Jewish cultural group made a

emptiness, and invisibility - these are what Libeskind saw as design drivers to

vow to reopen the museum to restore Jewish identity in Berlin.58 In 1988, the

express the affected Jewish lifestyle. Libeskind uses architecture to create a

West Berlin senate announced a competition for the “Extension of the Berlin

journey and narrative for visitors to experience the effects of the Holocaust for

Museum with a Jewish Museum Department”59. The intention for the compe-

both Jewish people and the city of Berlin.61

tition was an extension to the old museum which would be dedicated to the
history of Berlin and create a ‘proper’ Jewish museum. Daniel Libeskind’s
proposal for the museum was chosen because his design was seen as radical,
conceptual and expressive to represent the lifestyle of Jews before, during
and after World War II.60

Figure 17: Deconstruction of Star of David (Photo by Author)

Figure 16: Jewish Museum Berlin ( Photo by Author)
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Design analysis
-Form / materiality

-Function / programme

-Access / relationship with context

The new architecture alienates itself from the surrounding context, in mate-

The materiality palette that Libeskind uses is a combination of concrete,

The Jewish museum is interesting as the architecture creates the function and

The relationship with the old Kollegienhaus building and with Libeskind’s new

riality and form. The ‘Star of David’ inspired the form for the Jewish Museum,

metal, and glass. The exterior façade uses vertical metal strips and glass to

programmes, and Libeskind makes the building the artefact or the main at-

building is unique, in a sense that in order for visitors to visit the new build-

Libeskind took the form of the star and developed it by abstracting it, stretch-

create strips of apertures to allow natural light into the spaces. The concrete

traction. Moreover, the other exhibitions are secondary functions or support-

ing they have to enter through the old building. As the new building has no

ing it and opening it up to stretch along the site with the old museum. The

walls create a feeling that the spaces are heavy, cold and depressing. These

ing parts to a greater purpose. As stated earlier, Libeskind’s purpose for the

entrances, visitors have to journey through the old building, down under the

form incorporates axis lines that represent different aspects of the Jewish life

material choices enhance the journey and the narratives that Libeskind wants

museum was to create a journey and narrative for visitors, which can be visu-

ground towards the basement levels along a passage that connects the two

during the Holocaust. The longest axis in red represents the ‘Axis of Continui-

visitors to experience.

alised through voids, thresholds, apertures in the architecture, the transition

buildings. Thus from a site plan, the two-buildings seems disconnected from

ty’, which represents the continuum of history. The second axis in yellow, ‘Axis

between spaces, and the relationship between the old and new buildings. The

one another, as they seem not to be connected externally and have drastically

of Emigration/Exile’, represents the people who were forced to leave Berlin

three axis pathways contribute towards the function and programme of the

different architectural styles. However, they are actually connected internally

due to the war. The last axis in blue, ‘Axis of the Holocaust’, leads visitors down

museum as they create narratives and journeys for visitors. The pathways of

through passages and spaces.

a dark hall where the Holocaust towers represent the Holocaust, and the tow-

the interior of the building direct visitors through galleries, exhibitions, voids,

ers are a connection to the people who were killed by the Nazis.

tunnels and dead-ends, which add to experience of understanding the life of
Jewish people during the Holocaust. Libeskind also designed an extension for
the old Kollegienhaus building, which serves as a multi-functional space to
host social events, musical and theatrical performances.

Figure 18: Drawing showing Axis of Jewish Museum(Photo by Author)
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Figure 19: Exterior of Jewish Museum Berlin

Figure 20: Drawing of main direct axis (Photo by Author)
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-Environmental design:
In terms of environmental design, Libeskind utilises the natural environment
in his design as much as possible. Artificial light is used where necessary; examples are gallery spaces, the transitional spaces located underground, and
spaces for social events. Libeskind uses ambient lighting to create emotions,
direction and meaning. In some areas of the museum, Libeskind creates voids
to the sky, giving the feeling of people trapped and isolated from the rest of
the world.

Figure 21: Jewish Museum Berlin - Iron Faces gallery
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Polynesian Cultural Center in Oahu, Hawaii, 1963

A brief history of the building

Design driver

In 1962, the Polynesian Cultural Center was located on the island of Oahu,

The Polynesian Cultural Centre encompasses different cultures from the

Hawai’i. The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints acquired 42 acres of

Polynesian and Micronesian nations. The cultural centre is made up of vil-

land which belonged to the Brigham Young University (BYU). The idea for the

lages of these cultures, which are Tahiti, Fiji, Hawai’i, Samoa, Tonga, New

Polynesian cultural centre was to be a nonprofitable cultural centre, able to

Zealand and the Marquesan Islands.64 With each cultural village offering its

provide employment and scholarships for local students studying at BYU.62

own experience and attraction, through the various art forms, dance, food and

There are approximately 1300 employees, and since the opening, the cultur-

craftsmanship, this gives tourists a more extraordinary spectacle experience.

al centre has provided financial assistance to more than 12,000 students at
BYU.63 The Polynesian Cultural Centre has since become one of Hawai’i’s most
popular tourist attractions, with nearly a million visitors annually.

Figure 23: Polynesian Cultural Center village exhibitions (Photo by
Author)

Figure 22: Polynesian Cultural Center ( Photo by Author)
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Design analysis
-Form / materiality

-Function / programme:

As the Polynesian cultural centre derives from the influence of Polynesian

As the function of the Polynesian cultural centre is to create a ‘cultural’ expe-

The cultural centre offers other programmes which work together with the

and Micronesian islands, it incorporates the various architectural forms,

rience, the programme for the centre is organised into timeslots, so that each

cultural villages. There is a Pacific theatre where indoor activities and acts are

materiality and function that each island has to offer. Examples of architec-

cultural village has its own programme. An example of this programme can be

showcased next to the theatre is a restaurant and snack bar with a gift shop.

tural typologies are, from Fiji, the Bure Kalou, New Zealand, the Marae and

seen in the Samoan village;

The cultural centre offers ‘night shows’ where the focus is entirely towards
arts and performances. There is a lagoon that runs through the middle of the

Samoa, the Fale. Even though the cultural centre incorporates architectural
forms of the various islands, they are used as a background setting for their

Chiefly Greeting - 2:15pm

cultural centre. This serves as another performance stage and allows visitors

dance performances and other social events. The cultural centre has been

Firemaking – 2:30, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30

to enjoy a canoe ride to visit the different cultural villages but tells the visitors

criticised for giving a false representation for the Pacific Islands. This results

Coconut husking – 2:45, 3:15, 3:45, 4:15, 4:45, 5:15

the importance of the connection of the sea and the island nations.66

in the Polynesian cultural centre, becoming an amusement park rather than a

Village maiden and chief’s lecture – 3:00, 4:00, 5:00

place for preserving cultural identity. Neglecting the rich cultural history that

Tree climbing – 2:30, 3:00, 3:30, 4:00, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30

each nation has to offer, the cultural centre specifically focuses on aspects

Drumming – 2:00, 5:45

that attract tourists.

Samoan farewell – 5:4565

Figure 25 - 26: Polynesian Cultural Center lagoon rides and
performances.

Figure 24: Polynesian Cultural Center site plan
showing village locations ( Photo by Author)
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Precedent Reflection
The three precedent studies offer a range of inspiration, engagement,

The Polynesian Cultural Center was created to showcase the Polynesian and

architectural form, materiality palette, narrative and historical connection.

Micronesian culture to the world through the vernacular architecture, materi-

The Tjibaou Cultural Center looked at incorporating indigenous methodolo-

al and non-material culture that each culture has to offer. The cultural center

gies with modern architecture to create a new centre. Piano wanted the cen-

sees itself as ‘preserving’ the indigenous culture of each island. As mentioned,

tre to serve as a place of preservation and educational centre for the Kanak

the Polynesian Cultural Center is criticised for not portraying authentic Poly-

people and culture. Piano drew architectural inspiration from Kanak archi-

nesian and Micronesian life but only showing aspects that attract tourists,

tectural techniques and methodologies. The critique for the Tijbaou Cultural

resulting in what many consider a cultural amusement park. This is what

Centre is that the exhibition space could be more integrated with the outdoor

Lewis Mumford and Minnette da Silva criticised in their readings, as it falsely

environment and can be seen as a missed opportunity for a more significant

represents the indigenous material and non-material culture.

experience to result in creating more living spaces.
These precedents suggest the project needs to research various aspects
The Jewish Museum in Berlin looks at the connection between the old and

of Fijian material and non-material culture, Fijian historical events, and the

new building, the historical significance of the Holocaust and Jewish life

relationship with the surrounding context to understand how these aspects

during that time. Daniel Libeskind used the Holocaust and WW2 events as a

can create a design framework that will be a driver for the design of the new

narrative and design driver for the new building. The architectural elements,

contemporary museum of Fiji.

the use of materiality and spatial relationships with the artefacts immerse
visitors into the museum.
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Fijian Material Culture
When looking at Fijian material culture it is essential to understand the significance of material culture in the past, in the present and how it can be
protected and preserved for future generations to learn and appreciate their
heritage. Knowing about tangible and intangible culture is essential to be able
to see what aspects of the material culture are sacred and can be sensitively
incorporated into the design of the museum.
Reflecting on what the literature and precedent study illustrated through
different perspectives of design and theoretical views on vernacular architecture and critical regionalism, it is crucial to analyse those aspects and how
they influence a new, contemporary museum design. An example is looking at
the different Fijian architectural typologies and understanding the form of the
bure, breaking down its form and creating a new contemporary design driven
by the form and methodologies of Fijian architecture.
The analysis of the tangible culture, intangible culture and the natural culture
will influence spatial arrangements and extra museum programmes that the
current museum has not incorporated.

Figure 27: Fijian Material Culture collage
(Photo by Author)
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Tangible Culture/Material Culture
“‘Tangible Cultural Heritage’ refers to physical artefacts produced, maintained
and transmitted intergenerationally in society. It includes artistic creations,
built heritage such as buildings and monuments, and other physical or tangible products of human creativity that are invested with cultural significance in
society.”67
The tangible culture of Fiji is vast and rich, since the early iTaukei settlers
carried their ancestral knowledge and techniques which allowed them to
thrive and prosper across the vast Pacific Ocean through traditional architectural forms, construction methods, craftsmanship and voyaging. Some of
those methods still exist but only in remote parts of the Fiji Islands and are
preserved in museums and cultural centres. This part of the research looks at
what parts of the tangible culture can be design drivers and possible additions to the museum programme.

67
“Tangible and Intangible Cultural Heritage,” Projects EU., Riches Resources, accessed October 9,
2020, https://resources.riches-project.eu/glossary/tangible-and-intangible-cultural-heritage/
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Fijian vernacular architecture – relationship of form and function.
The vernacular architecture of Fiji and the different typologies are essential
to understand the significance of Fijian culture, as traditional bures were built
according to the function and the person who would be occupying the space.
Examples of these can be seen in the Bure Levu, chief’s bure, which was built
on a higher Yavu which represents his higher status in the village. The Bure
ni Kalou the spirit house, was built on high Yavu and had a higher pitched
thatched roof to have a greater connection to the gods and ancestors. The
Vale ni Moce the sleeping bure was designed to be built 2-3 metres high to
this ensure there were not surprise attacks from invading enemies.68
Deconstructing the form of the bure will be essential for the design stage of
the project how to create a museum that does not mimic Fijian vernacular
Figure 35: Bure ni Kalou

architecture, but draws inspiration from it. This analysis will refine the design process and lead to creating a contemporary museum that reflects Fijian
architectural methodologies.

Figure 28 - 34: Fijian Architectural Typologies
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Traditional Fijian architectural typologies

Figure 37: Tadrai Island Resort pool view

Figure 38: Parliment of Fiji main building

Figure 39: Great Council of Chiefs building

Figure 40: Marriott Momi Bay Resort
accommodations

Figure 41: Likuliku Lagoon Resort entrance
space

Figure 42: Laucala Island Resort open pool
space.

Figure 36: Deconstruction of Bure form ( Photo by Author)

The illustration above is a bure from Navala koro in Viti Levu. The drawing

There are various methods of creating the exterior walls, some use coconut

deconstructing the bure form from the foundation to the roof. The form of the

tree branches to create vertical layers for the walls, some use bamboo which

bure is broken down into the four sections: The bottom section is the Yayu the

are woven together. The thatched roof is the most dominant aspect in Pacif-

earth foundation made from locally sourced stones.

ic vernacular architecture and at the top is the Loru which is made from the
balabala tree. The Loru represents the two faces of bure and the connection
towards to the spirits of Fijian religion
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Contemporary architecture in Fiji.
The contemporary architecture in Fiji is vast and can be seen not just on the
main island, Viti Levu but on the Mamanuca Islands and the Yasawa Islands.
Hotels and resorts located at these places adopt a contemporary architectural
style. The ‘Big Roof’ becomes the main component in the contemporary form.
Comparing the Tadrai Island resort and the Parliament of Fiji building, Tadrai
Island looks more liveable and more welcoming to visitors. The Parliament
building ultimately adopts the traditional form of the bure, from the Yavu to
the Loru. Initial thoughts are that it is fantastic to see traditional forms and
methodology being incorporated into a contemporary adaptation. Deconstructing the parliament building suggests a different interpretation, that the

Figure 43: Deconstruction of c oncept design form
(Photo by Author)

intention was building to mimic Fijian vernacular architecture. Also, it alludes
to questions on functionality, who is the building for, once government officials are not occupying the space and what other functions the building
display? Once not occupied by officials, the building becomes lifeless.

The illustration above is one of concept designs for the

Expermentation with non traditional materials, lead it to

Maritime gallery. It shows what is driving the conceptual

more contemporary design but still reflects traditional

design of the gallery spaces in the museum.

forms and metholodolgy.

This leads to a conclusion that the contemporary architecture of hotels and
resorts might be a better precedent for the adaptation of vernacular architecture.
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Traditional bure construction process

The sketches above shows the construction pro-

Step 2. Men in Navala koro, fitting and levering

Step 3. Wooden piles are erected and waiting

cess of Bure being built in Navala Koro.

a wooden pile into place.

for the Yavu to be made.

Step 1. The wooden piles are being notched to be
placed into the ground.

Figure 44 - 53 : Traditional Bure construction
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Figure 54- 56: Sketch of construction process of bure
( Photo by Author)
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Step 4. The Yavu is being made in and around the

Step 5. After the Yavu is completed, the men move

Step 6. The walls of the bure are created by weav-

Step 7. Once the walls are created, the last process

wooden piles

to make the roof. They make a temporary bamboo

ing bamboo together

is to create the thatched roof.

scaffolding and forms the roof to make creating the
rafters easier.

Figure 57 - 58: Sketch of construction process of bure
( Photo by Author)
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Figure 59 - 60: Sketch of construction process of bure
( Photo by Author)
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Fijian drua analysis

Figure 61: Isometeric drawing of concept Masi gallery
( Photo by Author)

Figure 62: Section drawing of Masi gallery
( Photo by Author)

The Fijian Drua, is a significant part in Fijian culture and

The Fijian Drua is a revit model of one of the drua being ex-

identity. The drua allowed the early iTaukei settlers to

The illustration above shows the concept design and form of

The section shows the concept of the gallery space working

hibited in the current Fiji museum, the Ratu Finau Tui Nayau.

voyage across the Pacifc ocean and seas to reach the Fiji

the Masi Gallery. How the construction process drives the de-

with the gradient of the site and the influence of the form and

The Ratu Finau was built in 1913 and was acquired by the

islands. Deconstructing the Drua will be the driver to design

sign in relation to form and how it is situated on the site.

structure of the bure.

museum in 1981 and was later restored. The Drua is rela-

the gallery space dedicated Fijian maritime identity.

tively small compared to the Drua that brought early iTaukei
settlers. The Kata (main hull): 13.43 m, Cama (outrigger
hull): 12.18m, Domodomo (mast): 7.92m and the Deck platform is 5.5m x 3.31m.

Figure 63 - 65: Drua revit model - Deconstruction analysis
( Photo by Author)
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Figure 66: Concept sketch of bridge
( Photo by Author)

Figure 67: Spatial concept of Maritime gallery
( Photo by Author)

The Domodomo of the drua was a key inspiration to design a

The relationship between the Kata and Cama translates into

bridge to create the connection between the Land and Sea.

a gallery spatial arrangement. The sketch above shows that

The form of domodomo provides the main structure of the

creative thinking of having the Kata being the main gallery

bridge and the sails of drua creates a shade that protects

space and the Cama being the secondary gallery space.

visitors from the hot Fiji sun.
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Fijian masi and tapa cloth
The Fijian masi and tapa cloth are beautiful and valuable fibrous cloth from

During the pre-colonial period of Fiji, unprinted pieces of masi were hung

Once the drying process is complete, the printing of the patterns on the tapa

the inner bark of the masi tree (mulberry tree). Fijian masi and tapa cloth are

inside the chief’s bure, masi was seen as sacred and was used to create a con-

cloth begins. The makers prepare the brown and black dye, and along with

similar to other Polynesian cultures such as Tahiti, the ngatu in Tonga and

nection for a chief or high priest to communicate with gods and ancestors. The

creating the pattern stencils, stencils are made from recycled x-ray films, but

the siapo in Samoa. The masi is widely recognised for its subtle detailing and

masi worn by the chief had a richer tone of dye printed on it. The masi of the

traditionally they were created from banana leaves and pandanus leaves.74

patterns representing different motifs in Fijian culture. The masi kesa (the

chiefs is believed to hold the essence of the chief and his ancestors.72

The brown dye is created from the inner bark of the mangrove tree; the bright

motifs) formed the outer edges on the cloth and are worked inwards to the

terracotta tree fibres are scraped, then boiled to release the juices from the
The process of making the masi begins by harvesting the masi tree and letting

bark, which creates the rich brown dye. The black dye is created by combining

it dry out for a couple of days, then the makers of the masi check to see if the

three ingredients which are soot and umea, and mixed with kesa juice; the

“Masi contains the spirit of the land it comes from, the tree it was once part of,

tree is at the right moisture level and strength for the next stage of the mak-

process is similar to creating the brown dye.75

and it also contains the essence of the women who beat the cloth and deco-

ing process. Once it reaches the right level, the bark of the tree is stripped off

rate it.”70

and is separated from the inner and outer bark. The inner bark known as the

Understanding the full process of creating the masi will be a driver to design

tutu or loututo bark, is broken down wooden anvil and beaten by women with

and create a living masi gallery where visitors will learn the creating process

Currently, in Fiji, there are two types of masi still being created, which are the

a wooden club. The beating process is done until the tapa cloth is roughly

from workshops and be taught by masi teachers/creators.

traditional masi kesa (hand-printed on the masi cloth) and the decorative

500mm wide.73 The other sections of the masi cloth are then overlapped on

masi. The traditional masi embodies the essence of Fijian culture; they have

each other and beaten until they become one piece. Once the beating process

unique motifs behind them and tell stories of the people. The decorative masi

is complete, the cloth is hung outside to be dried in the sun.

heart of the cloth.69

are created for aesthetic purposes and to sell to tourists, on woven bags,
placemats and other clothing items.71

69
70
71

Catherine Spicer, Fiji Masi: Cloth of the Gods (Porirua, NZL: Pātaka Art + Museum, 2009), 3.
Spicer, Fiji Masi, 3.
Spicer, Fiji Masi, 3.
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Figure 68: Planted Bluberry Tree

72
Spicer, Fiji Masi, 7.
73
“Fijian Tapa Cloth,” Traditional Knowledge, Kivu Nature, accessed October 6, 2020. https://kivu.
com/fijian-tapa-cloth/
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Kivu Nature, “Fijian Tapa Cloth.”.
Spicer, Fiji Masi, 5.
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Figure 69 - 74: Masi making process
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Figure 75 - 83: Masi making process
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Fijian woven mats
The woven Fijian mat is one of the most recognisable and valuable items in

The weavers begin interweaving the strands together, which start to form the

Fijian culture. The mats are woven by hand from pandanus leaves - different

criss-cross pattern. The pattern needs to be formed with such detail and care

styles of mats are used and created for different social occasions; mats are

that they do not break but also do not come undone later. Once the first layer is

gifted during weddings and funerals, and other social occasions as they are

interwoven, the weavers go back again with another layer to ensure strength

extremely valuable. Receiving them signifies the importance of the occasion.

and durability. The weaver tests the woven mat by doing durability tests; this

The mats are also used to create walls for spatial arrangements and used for

ensures the weaving is locked into place and will not break. To finish off the

sitting on the floor.76 Woven mats will the drive of the Weaving Gallery and

woven mat, the weaver decorates the edges with a unique weaving style, and

how the programme will be organised.77

on occasions, interweaves colourful thread.79

The making process for the mats is lengthy and requires skilled weavers who
can achieve sufficient detail; often women create the mats as they can achieve
greater detail and have better hand craftsmanship than men. The process
starts scraping the leaves, boiling them and allowing them to dry out in the
sun. Once the leaves are dried, they are collected and split into long strands
except for one end, which is left whole, allowings the weavers to handle more
strands and making the weaving process faster. The weavers arrange them
into a criss-cross pattern, arranging the strands according to the different
natural tones of the leaves which creates a beautiful gradient of colour.78

76
“The Fijian Woven Mat,” Traditional Knowledge, Kivu Nature, accessed October 6, 2020, https://
kivu.com/the-fijian-woven-mat/
77
Kivu Nature, “Fijian Woven Mat.”.
78
Kivu Nature, “Fijian Woven Mat.”.
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Figure 84 - 91: Fijian woven mat making process
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Fijian kava
In Fijian mythology, Yaqona (kava) was considered as the beverage that

The planting process for kava can be achieved by two methods;

contains the knowledge for humans and was given to man by the snake god
Degei as a way for the humans to stay connected to natural wisdom.80 Yaqona

method one involves cutting sprouting kava plants and placing them in pot-

is recognised as the traditional national drink of Fiji and is traditionally served

ting bags packed with rich topsoil. This method is not commonly done but can

during ceremonies, social events and, recently, in welcoming visitors into

be a very effective way of growing the plants.

villages, families and occasions where the ceremony becomes formal.
The second method of planting is direct planting. This planting methParticipating in the kava ceremony is a memorable and welcoming experience

od is more commonly used among farmers. Three to five cuttings of kava

for foreign and local visitors. As the experience is a feeling of acceptance into

are planted into soil mounds on the field. Grass mulch is used to cover the

the village or family, the ceremony allows for people to connect and social-

mounds; this helps in retaining moisture and prevents weeds from growing.

ise with others. The kava ceremony focuses around the kava Tanoa (wooden

Once the cuttings start to grow, each plant needs to have sufficient nutrients

bowl), and visitors who participate in the ceremony are seated on the floor in

and sunlight.81

a circle. The highest-ranking person in the ceremony has the Tanoa placed in
front of them. After the ceremony is finished, people feel a sense of serenity

The harvesting process determines what kind of quality will result in the

and calmness.

end. The harvesting process can be integrated into a museum workshop
programme, where visitors can learn the whole process of making kava. This

How does the process of making kava influence design strategies and relate

kava process could lead to its own gallery space.

to the other museum programmes?

Figure 92: Fijian Kava ceremony
(Photo by Author)
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Kava Lover, “Fiji Mythology,” Kava Dot Com, updated October 31th, 2013, https://kava.com/fiji-mythology/.
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Figure 93 - 96: Kava making process

Figure 97 - 99: Kava making process

The first step in the harvesting process is the Kava plant leaves and stems need

After harvesting the plant, begins the cleaning process, the Kava root is washed

The drying process is important, as to ensure that turning the kava root into

Once the roots are dried, they are packed in a clean dry sack, bags or boxes

to be removed. The soil around the plant is separated ensuring that as much

in clean water to ensure that all the soil is removed and no contamination oc-

its powder form, the root needs to have a low moisture content. There are two

and must be stored in a dry place. Before Kava is consumed, the root must be

the roots of the plant is uprooting carefully. Freshly harvested plants need to

curs to the root. After washing the root is cut and trimmed and later soaked in

types of drying methods, one is laying the roots on a corrugated metal sheets

pounded into powder form to easily be mixed with water.85

be trimmed, washed and dried as soon possible to avoid the plant from getting

water overnight before it is dried.83

and letting dry out in the sun. The other method is drying the roots by using a

damaged and spoiled.82

82

PHAMA, Fiji Kava Quality Manual, 59.
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heat source or dry smoking.84
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PHAMA, Fiji Kava Quality Manual, 60.

84

PHAMA, Fiji Kava Quality Manual, 62 - 64.
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PHAMA, Fiji Kava Quality Manual, 67 - 71.
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Intangible Culture/Non-Material Culture
‘Intangible Cultural Heritage’ indicates ‘the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, skills – as well as the instruments, objects, artefacts
and cultural spaces associated therewith – that communities, groups and, in
some cases, individuals recognise as part of their Cultural Heritage’ (UNESCO,
2003). Examples of intangible heritage are oral traditions, performing arts, local knowledge, traditional skills.”86
The intangible culture analysis will be investigating the difference between inland and coastal koro typologies, looking at bure spatial arrangements and the
structural methodologies. These concepts and methodologies will be driving
aspects in the museum spatial arrangements for the site, gallery spatial hierarchy, and how the architectural form of the museum spaces are influenced by
the bures’ structural methodologies.

86
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Navala koro typology analysis
Navala koro located in the highlands of the main island of Viti Levu, is considered to be one of the last remaining traditional villages in Fiji. The Navala koro has a strong sense of hierarchy and connection with the surrounding
context. The koro is located alongside the Ba river, so it has easy access to a
water source, food and travel on the river.87 Towards the centre of the village,
are the remaining traditionally built bures. On the outskirts of the village a
church and a primary school are built using modern building materials such
as cement blocks and corrugated metal for the roof. The T-shape of the village
arrangement shows signs of social hierarchy within the village. The village arrangement shows the significance of the Rara as it splits the village into three
blocks.88
Figure 101: Navala koro site plan

The Navala village spatial arrangement suggests that dwellings or buildings

Figure 100: Navala Koro (Photo by Author)
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that are closer to the Rara have a more significant presence and higher status

The drawing showing the relationship between the dif-

on the site. This could translate to where the gallery spaces are positioned on

ferent zones in the village and the hierarchy of the houses

the site in relation to the Rara.

that are built there.

87
Mitsuko Sakagami, Noriko Ando, Masamitsu Ogihara, “Traditional Factors and Modernization of
Village Layout and House Style in Fiji,” Journal of Rural Planning Association, Vol. 17, No. 2 (1998): 98- 99,
https://doi.org/10.2750/arp.17.95
88
Sakagami, Ando, and Ogihara, “Traditional Factors and Modernization of Village Layout and House
Style in Fiji,” 98- 99.
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Figure 102: Navala koro spatial arrangement

Figure 103: Navala koro hierarchical diagram
( Photo by Author)

The drawing up shows the T-shape form that koro uses

The koro uses a social/hierarchical system which can be seen from the dia-

with Rara being the center space that the dwellings are

gram. At the center you have the Rara the village green where social events

built around.

and ceremonies take place. The Loma ni Koro (of the centre of the village) is
where people of high rank in the village reside. The Bili ni Koro (outskirts of
the village) this is where kitchens and toilets are located.89

89
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Asesela Ravuvu, The Fijian Way of Life (Suva: University of South Pacific, 1983), 77 - 78.
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Tubou koro typology analysis
Tubou koro is one of the most isolated villages of Fiji. Located 300km east of
Suva, Tubou village is the main village on Lakeba Island, and it is also a historical village location as this was the home of the former Prime Minister of Fiji,
Ratu Mara. Located in the Lau group of islands, Tubou village was frequently visited by other Polynesian nations such as Tonga and Samoa as the Lau
group of islands had adequate resources of timber to build canoes. Artisans
and builders taught the local villagers how to construct houses; the Tongan
builders taught the villagers how to construct the Tongan fale.90

Figure 105: Tubou koro hierarchical diagram
( Photo by Author)

The centre of Tubou koro has a large Rara which is orientated to face towards
the sea and has a village church and dwellings surrounding the green space
on the north-east of the village site. The difference between Navala and
Tubou in spatial arrangements is noticeable, as both villages acknowledge
the hierarchical system in relationship to the Rara. The difference for Tubou
village is the direct connection the village has towards the sea. It feels like
the villages wanted a direct connection with the water, to have easy access to
resources and allow travel amongst local islands.

Figure 106: Tubou koro spatial arrangement
Figure 104: Tubou Koro (Photo by Author)
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Bure spatial arrangement

Bure structural methodology

Fijian spatial arrangements are influenced by the hierarchy and social sta-

Looking at the structural methodology is an integral part of developing the

tus of people. This can be visualised with the spatial arrangement of interior

form for the museum’s gallery shape and structural elements. This will be

space of the bure, which is arranged into three spaces. As traditional Fijians

achieved by deconstructing the structural form of the bure from the founda-

did not use furniture or walls to indicate spaces, this was achieved by tradi-

tion to the roof as the museum that will be designed will not look to replicate

tional and custom arrangements. The three spaces inside the bure are Loqi

Fijian vernacular architecture but use it as an inspiration.93

(private space), Loma ni Vale (meeting/transitional space), and Soliqa (public
space).91

Having the gallery spaces raised off the ground refers to the Yayu, as the Yayu
serves as providing protection from ground moisture and potential flood-

Figure 107: Bure methodologies (Photo by Author)
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The Loqi end of the bure is where occupants sleep and where guests are not

ing, and this concept could be integrated into the gallery designs. The Duru

allowed to enter. The Loma ni Vale is the middle space of the bure; this space

(knee= strength) are the four corner piles which represent the strength of the

is where meetings take place between the high-ranking and low ranking oc-

bure. The duru could be the driver to design the structure that embodies the

cupants and sometimes can be transitional space. The last space, the Soliqa,

meaning of the duru; the structure could potentially be constructed as large

is considered the public end or the low ranking space in the bure, and is where

laminated timber archways that form the roof, creating the overall form for

low-ranking occupants are seated during social events and ceremonies.92

the gallery space.

91
Ferenc Zamolyi, “Architecture of Fiji,” in Encyclopaedia of the History of Science, and Medicine in
Non-Western Culture (Vienna, AUT: Springer, 2015), 25 - 26.
92
Zamolyi, “Architecture of Fiji,” 25 - 26.

93
Sipiriano Nemani, “Valenivanua: A communal Culture Space, The Pinnacle of Indigenous Values,
Peace, and Mana,” in Traditional Knowledge and Wisdom: Themes from the Pacific Islands, ed. Samuel Lee
(Korea: ICHCAP, 2014), 14- 15.
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Figure 108: Landscape analysis (Photo by Author)
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Natural Culture
The natural culture of the Fiji Islands is wild and diverse; it is essential to acknowledge the biodiversity and how it relates to designing a museum that encompasses the natural heritage. The section was taken from a location north
of the current museum of Fiji; the section shows the different locations of
natural food, building and crafting resources and in what part of Fiji’s diverse
typography they can be located and sourced. Understanding the relationship
between flora and fauna from the mountains and sea is an essential part of
developing the masterplan for the site as the analysis will act as a guide for
placing some of the natural resources such the kava plants, masi trees and
the pandanus plants on the site, which elevates the museum to become a
self-sufficient living museum.
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Design: Arrival

Figure 109: Fijian Drua voyage
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Cultural landscape map
How do cultural and significant sites drive design strategies and connect with
Fiji’s islands, as the museum will represent the Fijian culture?
Vuda Point, south-west Lautoka, according to legend, was the place where
iTaukei voyagers first arrived on Viti Levu. How does this significant site drive
the overall masterplan for the museum and orientation of the gallery spaces?
How does Levuka town, the first colonial township in Fiji, influence the design
for the History Gallery and Girmit Gallery. As the History and Girmit Galleries
connect with Levuka town, the museum should acknowledge this connection.

Figure 110: Viti Levu cultural landscape map
( Photo by Author)
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Alternative site
Initially, the design proposal for the research project was to redesign and relocate the museum to Nadi, along Wailoloa Beach. The decision to locate the
museum in Nadi came from a biased perspective; it is close to Fiji’s international airport and to Port Denarau to the west, which has become the tourism
haven over years of planning and development, and the departure point for
tourists travelling to other islands. This made Nadi the ideal site location, as it
would allow the museum to gain a wider audience and provide greater exposure for the Fijian culture.
In the proposal, the location for the site had to meet specific criteria;
-

Connection to the water, either river, lake or sea.

-

Have a large site where the museum can be designed to utilise the full

surrounding site and context.
-

Located near a main road or service road for easy accessibility for

local people and visitors from abroad.
The site on the left was more favourable initially, as it met the right site conditions. The right site has one negative aspect: it is located near a noisy and
busy road that accesses hotels and apartments. After beginning this research
project, the original proposal of locating the project in Nadi started to become
unrealistic. This resulted in keeping the original site of the current museum,
which is in Suva City.

Figure 111: Alternative project site map
( Photo by Author)
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Suva City site context
The chosen site is in Suva City, where the current Fiji Museum is located south
of the city centre and near Suva’s harbour. Before Suva became the capital
of Fiji, villages and settlements were located in the Suva region. There was a
settlement near Tamavua on the outskirts of the city, another at Vuivui, which
today is near Colo-i-Suva National Park, and the land between Waimanu Road
and Walu Bay. Later, the settlers moved from those hilled villages and settled
where the existing museum and the Thurston Gardens are located.94 Accounts
suggest that before 1820, during Tabukaucoro’s leadership, there was a moat
and a rampart with dwellings within its confines, which are no longer evident
today. The other dwellings were located where the presidential palace (Government House) is situated, and the Rara for the village was on the site of the
Nasova police barracks and training ground.95 In 1843, the village was raided
and burned down by a rival village.
After Europeans arrived and started to settle within the Fiji Islands, much of
Suva’s land was slowly acquired by purchase or by force. The colonialists who
acquired the land terraformed the native landscape for plantations. A company from Melbourne owned most of the acquired land and caused significant
changes to Suva’s landscape. An example is evident in Suva’s vegetation, as
most trees are not native to the Fiji Islands.96 In 1882, the iTaukei people were
‘moved’ west to Suvavou, on Suva’s outskirts, allowing the capital to be moved
to Suva from Levuka.

Figure 112: Suva city site context map
( Photo by Author)
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94
“Origins of Suva,” The University of the South Pacific, Fijian History, accessed August 31st, 2020,
https://fijianhistory.com/origins-of-suva.
95
Fijian History, “Origins of Suva.”.
96
Fijian History, “Origins of Suva.”.
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Figure 113: Regional analysis of Suva
( Photo by Author)
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Figure 114: Wide site context map
( Photo by Author)
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Site context
The chosen site for this research project is the museum’s current location
in Thurston Gardens in Suva City. Historical sites and buildings surround
the museum site. To the north are Albert Park and the government building.
Albert Park was where Fiji’s independence ceremony was held. South of the
existing museum is the presidential house/palace, where the president of Fiji
resides.
Suva Harbour is located west of the site; when the capital power transitioned
to Suva, the harbour was the central point for sailboats and cargo boats
importing and exporting resources, and for visitors and workers entering and
leaving the country. This allowed the western part of the city to become the
CBD of Suva. Queen Elizabeth Drive is one of the main roads circling the city,
creating a restriction or barrier between the museum and Suva Harbour.
These points of interest create positives, negatives and restrictions for design strategies. The presidential palace grounds provides a restriction for
designing the masterplan and creates a barrier to extending the new museum
beyond that point. Queen Elizabeth Drive creates problems for designing, as
the road creates a barrier between the harbour and the museum.

Figure 115: Site context map
( Photo by Author)
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Views around the site
The surrounding context and the photographs of the site available online tell
two narratives of the lifestyle around the site. Thurston Gardens suggest a
calm, peaceful environment, where trees create a barrier between the site
and the outside environment, compared to the surrounding context. Outside
the museum Queen Elizabeth Drive, which is the main road for people going in
and out of the city centre, as well as hotels, with restaurants, business and social clubs connected by the road. This has resulted in the road being prone to
heavy traffic, creating a significant obstacle for design strategies. The empty
land on the other side of Queen Elizabeth Drive provides an exciting space for
creating a connection between the museum and sea. The land is not currently
occupied or being developed; this creates opportunities for fully utilising that
space to its maximum potential.

Figure 116: Views of surrounding context
( Photo by Author)
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Figure 117: Site analysis ( Photo by Author)
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Brief
The brief for this project is to redesign the current museum of Fiji; the redesign of the new museum will incorporate narratives and design methodologies that will result in a contemporary museum with gallery spaces and work-

Design: Landing

shops where visitors can learn the process of making traditional Fijian items,
and have younger Fijian generations learn about their cultural heritage. The
chosen site for the project is where the current museum is located at Thurston
Gardens in Suva City. The site will encompass the entire area of the gardens
and be connected to Suva Harbour.
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History of Fiji Museum
The purpose of the museum in its initial inception in 1904 was to “…display

The original museum housed displays, preserved artefact collections and

and preserve traditional Fijian culture…”.97 Sir William Allardyce, who was

stored collections not being exhibited. The museum has gone through vari-

behind the proposal for the museum, visited the Suva town committee board

ous renovations and extensions; the first extension was completed in 1972,

and presented his proposal and collection of artefacts, which were later

and the second extension in 1978. These renovations allowed the museum to

exhibited in the Suva Town Hall. The collective, known as the Fijian Society,

house more artefacts, have more gallery spaces, and run other social and ed-

was formed in 1908 to research ways to preserve Fiji’s history and culture.

ucational programmes. For an extended period, the museum acted as a store-

The collective pushed for the building of the museum, which was accepted

house, and local people started to show less and less interest in the museum.

in 1929. After acceptance, residents donated or offered their artefacts to be
purchased by the museum’s curators and trustees.98 The Suva Town Hall was

The aim and vision are for the current museum to become “…a world-class

used as a temporary exhibition space until the museum’s trustees convinced

museum,”99, to be a place where preservation of the tangible and intangible

the Fijian government to construct the museum.

heritage of the Fijian culture is protected and can be displayed for locals and
researchers. The museum programmes should be “innovative and imagina-

The museum was officially opened in 1955 by the Governor of Fiji, Sir Ronald

tive”100 to draw all visitors. To ensure the museum achieves its vision, the mu-

Garvey. In 1955, European architecture was the influential architectural style

seum committee’s focus has shifted to conducting more marketing schemes,

in Suva which the museum adopted. The museum was built on the eastern

more research, documentation of artefacts, and creating activities that cater

side of Thurston Gardens, which gave visitors a great view overlooking the

for cultural and artistic programmes.101

gardens and Suva harbour. The materiality pallete for the museum revolved

Figure 118 - 122: Past and Present of the Museum of Fiji
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around using concrete, brick and glassm rather than adopting elements of Fi-

Before planning the programme and conceptualising spatial arrangements,

jian vernacular architecture. The use of the material pallete made the museum

it is crucial to look at the current museum’s history and purpose, as this in-

feel more like a cold, dark, storage building than a place for celebrating the

fluences how the newly redesigned museum can become more diverse and

treasures of the Fijian culture.

engaging than the old.

97
“History of the Fiji Museum,” Museum History, Fiji Museum, accessed October 15, 2020, http://
fijimuseum.org.fj/museum-history/
98
Museum History, “History of the Fiji Museum.”.

99
“Mission,” Fiji Museum, Vision, Mission & Objectives, accessed Objectives 15, 2020, http://fijimuseum.org.fj/vision-mission-objectives/
100
Vision, Mission & Objectives, “Mission.”.
101
Vision, Mission & Objectives, “Mission.”.
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Figure 123: Main gallery spaces ( Photo by Author)
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Figure 124: Museum programme diagram
( Photo by Author)
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Museum programme

Design Framework

After analysing the current museum and the way it organises exhibitions,

In addition to the main gallery spaces, the new museum will incorporate two

Public spaces encompass:

For a successful design, a design framework needs to be created to achieve a

gallery spaces and other programmes (see appendices for current museum

more galleries, along with the Masi Gallery, that will focus on the processes

+ Public exhibition spaces

successful design process. The design framework needs to be a reflection of

gallery spaces), the new conceptual museum will incorporate the five main

involved in making traditional Fijian items:

+ Library

the research conducted.

+ Memorials

galleries that exist within the current one. These are the:
-

Maritime Gallery. The Maritime Gallery exhibits artefacts linked to the

maritime culture of Fiji. Examples are the drua, the doubled-hull canoe.

Kava Gallery. The Kava Gallery will focus on the harvesting, the pro-

+ Open amphitheatre

The four aspects of the design framework are:

cess and the kava ceremony.

+ Café

-

Vernacular – which represents the vernacular architecture of Fiji

-

+ Restrooms

-

Contemporary – representing elements of contemporary architecture

+Carpark

-

Material culture – the material culture that will serve as drivers for

Weaving Gallery. The Weaving Gallery, like the Kava Gallery, will focus

on the process.
-

Masi Gallery. The Masi Gallery exhibits the Fijian masi and tapa cloth,

which are displayed in climatically controlled display cases.
-

Natural Gallery. The Natural Gallery displays the natural flora and

fauna of Fiji.
-

Historical Gallery. The Historical Gallery shows the artefacts from the

design
The Masi, Kava and Weaving Gallery spaces will create the ‘living’ aspect of

Private spaces encompass:

-

the museum. The main gallery spaces will act as the principal zones in the

+ Offices/ administration

museum, it is essential to incorporate this into the framework.

museum and site and, as they are the primary spaces, it is right for them to

+ Research departments

have their own ‘zones’ or spaces. This is done so that the spaces do not clash

+Archives and storage

with the other galleries, but they need to have a connection to ensure a whole

+ Restoration

museum experience.

+ Accommodation on site for lecturers and knowledge carriers

The secondary museum programmes will be organised into five areas. Spatial

Educational spaces encompass:

arrangements of koro and bure inspired this decision as a means of creating a

+ Workshops

hierarchy within the museum’s programmes and locations of the spaces.

+ Galleries that show making processes

Museum typology – as the research project focuses on redesigning the

early colonial period of Fiji.
-

Girmit Gallery. The Girmit Gallery displays artefacts and objects linked

to the Indian indentured workers who came to Fiji, and has built sets showing
their lifestyle.

+ Research spaces
Outdoor spaces encompass:
+ The spaces where resources are located for the workshops
+ The Rara
+ Resting/shaded areas for eating or socialising
Figure 125: Design framework diagram
( Photo by Author)
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Figure 126 - 133: Concepts of site plan spatial
arrangements ( Photo by Author)
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Site’s spatial relationship
The site plan’s spatial arrangement focuses on where the programmes will be
located and what relationship they have with each other. It was decided that
the galleries located in those areas will have their own space to avoid clashing
with other programmes.
An example is the Maritime Gallery location, as the gallery focuses on
Fiji’s maritime culture and is located on the shoreline of the harbour, it creates
a direct connection between the gallery and the harbour’s waters.
It empowers the gallery and creates a living museum experience for that
space. Hearing the waves, smelling the seawater, feeling the sea breeze
flowing in the gallery space affect visitors’ emotions and senses.

Figure 134: Site plan spatial arrangement
( Photo by Author)
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Figure 135 - 139: Concepts of galleries spatial
arrangements ( Photo by Author)
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Conceptual architectural forms

The drawing shows the design process
of the transition between the tradtional
vernacular form of the bure towards a
contemporary form.

Figure 140: Concepts of gallery forms
( Photo by Author)
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Design: Settlement
The initial site plan focused on the galleries’ placement and the

The gallery was organised to create a historical timeline or narrative for

circulation flow through the site. Gallery spaces were located to allow them to

visitors to experience and journey through. It starts with the Maritime Gallery,

have their environment and have a stronger relationship with the site and con-

as the first Fijians arrived after a grand sea voyage, so this gallery symbolises

text. The snake deity Degei inspired the site’s circulation; a snake’s movement

the druas being stored by the water.

inspired the pathway, so itcircles and curves through the site.
The second part is the walk over the bridge, which shows the connection
The path was designed to be elegant and respectful of the site to ensure that

between the land and sea, symbolising the first settlers’ journey migrating

the existing landscape and vegetation were not disturbed. The landscape and

inwards to the land.

vegetation will only be affected if necessary. The pathway and galleries are
raised off the ground to ensure visitors and buildings do not affect the typog-

The third part is when visitors arrive at the museum’s central part, where the

raphy and landscape. Having the galleries raised is beneficial, as Fiji is prone

design resembles a village layout. The visitors follow the path, turning left

to flooding and hurricanes, so this protects the raised gallery spaces from

to be introduced to the Kava, Masi and Weaving Gallery spaces. These three

flooding.

galleries focus on the making processes, and visitors to the museum can join
workshops and be educated in these skills.

The gallery locations were inspired by two ideas – Fiji’s origin story and
historical events of Fiji. Fiji’s origin story is focused on Degei teaching the first

The visitors continue along the path, seeing the Natural Gallery,

two humans about the Fijian way of life. As the museum preserves Fijian

Historical Gallery, and the final Girmit Gallery. After visiting the gallery spac-

historical artefacts and objects of significance, the new museum should

es, the visitors continue on the path until they reach where they began their

reflect the teachings between Degei and the first Fijians, and now the

journey.

relationship is to teach the younger generation.

Figure 141: Initial site plan ( Photo by Author)
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Gallery floor plans

Maritime
The
Gallery
conceptual
conceptual
floor plan
floorfor
plan
theand
Maritime
the spatial
gallery
arrangement
and the entrance
for entrance
spaceoffor
Museum
the museum.

Conceptual
The conceptual
floor plansfloor
for the
plans
Kava,
forMasi
the Kava,
and Weaving
Masi and
Gallery
Weaving
spaces.
galleries.

The conceptual floor plan for the Natural Gallery.

Conceptual floor plan for existing museum/ Historical Gallery.

Girmit Gallery conceptual floor plan.

Figure 142 - 146: Initial gallery flloor plans
( Photo by Author)
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The gallery spaces would share the same architectural form, with the roof

Gallery form

being the dominant element in the design and the structure being the secondary element. Having the forms the same for each gallery creates a problem
of uniqueness between the spaces. To solve this problem, looking at how
each space adapts to the typography and how the gallery functions creates a
unique experience that differs for each space. The Masi Gallery sketch shows
the gallery space adapting to the typography of the site by having different
elevations across the floor, and each elevation change providing the opportunity to have different functions in the gallery.
The materiality of the gallery spaces interweaves vernacular and contemporary material palettes. In the initial concepts for gallery spaces, thatching
as considered for the roof to link back to the traditional methods of the bure
materiality. Through various iterations of the bure, the ideas of durability and
resilience became the drivers for designing. The methodology of the bure
inspired the structural form of the museum galleries; the duru, which symbolises strength, drove the structure to be constructed from laminated timber
that curves to create the form.
As the project is located in Fiji, where the climate is tropical, the design strategy needs to focus on environmental elements. Designing the gallery spaces
focused on minimising incorporating interior walls, resulting in spaces being

Exploded isometric sketch of Maritime
Gallery

Sketch section of Masi Gallery

Perspective sketch of Masi Gallery

open, with adequate natural ventilation to cool the spaces and avoiding needing air conditioners.

Figure 147 - 149: Developed gallery form
( Photo by Author)
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Design: reflection
The developed design on the left focuses on the primary gallery locations and
the circulation of the site. Reflecting from the preliminary design, the bridge’s
axis to the existing building could directly connect the Maritime and Historical
Galleries and create a connection with the museum and Suva Harbour. The
developed design emphasises that axis and connection between land and sea.
This also creates a problem of overpowering the site; the final design should
focus on how to ‘soften’ the long pathway by incorporating resting spaces or
breakout spaces along the path where visitors can socialise. The relationship
between the gallery spaces and the site creates a village-like spatial arrangement, where the Rara becomes the central space that connects the museum.

Figure 150: Developed museum site - isometeric drawing
(Photo by Author)
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Conclusion
The catalyst for this research project was the current state of the of Fiji Museum, located in Suva. The current museum is supposed to be a national
building that embodies the Fijian way of life and preserves and protects Fijian
culture artefacts and treasures. The current museum’s architecture and history are strongly tied to European colonisation, creating a disconnection between Fijian culture and the museum. The museum has gone through various
extensions and renovations, resulting in the museum preserving the building,

The project’s research involved looking into Fijian mythology, historical

The museum’s design process reflects the research results, interweaving the

events, and analysing the Fijian material culture to ensure a successful mu-

Fijian material culture of indigenous Fijian architecture, methodologies, nar-

seum design. Reading different perspectives on the importance of vernacular

ratives, and the process of making with contemporary architectural materials,

architecture and contemporary architecture helped decide what direction the

design elements, and construction techniques. The interwoven concepts have

project should take, and what the design of the museum should become. As

led to the design of a contemporary museum that embodies Fijian material

the research project was to redesign the current museum in Fiji, it was es-

culture and the Fijian way of life.

sential to research and analyse similar precedents that focused on preserving
historical events, artefacts and culture. As precedents, the Tjibaou Cultural

For myself, this project was an opportunity to learn about the history of my

Center, the Jewish Museum, and the Polynesian Cultural Center were ana-

ancestors who came to Fiji to work in the plantation fields, on the rail tracks,

lysed, and they presented positive and negative aspects to consider for the

and to read their stories of leaving the safety of India, the motherland, and

not being educated about Fijian culture and their heritage.

museum design.

coming to a foreign place, with the hope of a brighter future for themselves

This research project explores traditional Fijian architectural principles and

In the initial inception of the project, the museum was intended to be relocat-

by others. This purpose of learning about my history sparked the inception of

ed to Nadi, as Nadi is where foreign visitors first arrive in Fiji. As a location,

this research project. Furthermore, through working on this project, the idea

it would allow for greater exposure for the museum; however, through site

of reconnection became more significant, not only for me but also for others.

research and analysis, it was more applicable to locate the project on the

This museum is where we could come back to years from now to teach our

existing museum site. Suva City’s architectural style is heavily influenced

children about their history and heritage

not the artefacts. The shift from focusing on preserving the cultural artefacts
to preserving the building has affected the numbers of tourists and locals visiting the museum. This has created visitors and younger generations of Fijians

methodologies to design a museum that embodies indigenous design principles while incorporating contemporary construction techniques. Creating a
museum that is immersive in the sense that when visitors enter the museum,
they experience a physical connection with space, touch the materials, and
feel the place’s spiritual existence, results in a living museum. The redesign of
the current Fiji Museum will achieve a greater connection with younger generations of Fijians and educate them about their cultural ancestry.

and their children. Those stories are forgotten in my family and also forgotten

by European architecture, so designing a museum influenced by indigenous
methodologies and the material culture creates a ‘resistance’ to the surround-

The purpose of this project was to create a museum that would be a place

ing European architectural context.

where people generally, and younger generations of Fijians, in particular, can
come and be educated about Fiji’s history, myths and legends, Fijian treasures
and, hopefully, lead them to reconnect to their cultural heritage.
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Appendix 2

Figure 151: Idea of Vanua ( Photo by Author)
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Figure 152 - 153: Maritime gallery of existing museum
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Figure 154 - 156: Masi gallery of existing museum
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Figure 157 - 158: Natural gallery of existing museum
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Figure 159 - 163: Historical gallery of existing museum
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Figure 164 - 167: Girmit gallery of existing museum
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Figure 168: Suva City Colonial architecture map
(Photo by Author)
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